COMPOUND METER INSTALLATION SINGLE SERVICE WITH DOUBLE CHECK BACKFLOW ASSEMBLY
3" TO 10", RECLAIMED WATER SERVICE

NOTES:
1. FIELD ADJUST AND CUT ITEM #10 TO PROPER LENGTH.
2. ALL FITTINGS ABOVE GROUND SHALL BE FLANGED
3. ALL PIPE SUPPORTS SHALL BE ADJUSTABLE
4. CONCRETE SLAB SHALL BE 4" THICK AND EXTEND 12" OUTSIDE INSTALLATION IN ALL DIRECTIONS.
5. BY-PASS MUST HAVE A ADJUSTABLE PIPE SUPPORT.
7. SEE CITY OF PLANT CITY LIST OF APPROVED BACKFLOW ASSEMBLIES.
8. BOLLARDS AS REQUIRED IN HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS, PAINTED OSHA APPROVED SAFETY YELLOW.
9. ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATION TO BE PAINTED: (PAINT SPECIFICATIONS)
   1ST COAT: TENEMEC SERIES 66 EPOXY POLYMIDE COATING TENEMEC COLOR YB44 (PURPLE MAUVE).
10. TEST COCK LOCKS REQUIRED ON EACH TEST COCK. QTY (4)
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